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APPENDICES BELONGING TO CHAPTER 4 

Appendix 4.1  Screenshots of the DICE user interface illustrating different 
functionalities of the system 

Appendix 4.1.1 

 

Appendix 4.1.2 
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Appendix 4.1.4 
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Appendix 4.2  Clinical scenarios 

Appendix 4.2.1 Clinical scenarios for the pretest  
 

Scenario 1 
A patient is admitted on the ICU with a ruptured aneurysm of the abdominal aorta in which operative 
prosthesis.  

a. Code the ICU admission reason “Surgical prosthesis for ruptured aneurysm of the 
abdominal aorta” by searching in the ‘frequently-used-list’ with surgical admission reasons. 

Scenario 2 
A patient is admitted on the ICU with a CABG x 2 with use LIMA 

a. Code the ICU admission reason “CABG x2 with use LIMA” by using a search String to 
search in the subcategories of CABG 

b. Remove from the list, the ICU admission reason “Surgical prosthesis for ruptured aneurysm 
of the abdominal aorta”.  

Scenario 3 
A patient is brought in on the ICU with myasthenia gravis.  

a. Code the ICU admission reason “Myasthenia gravis” by searching in the APACHE IV 
medical diagnoses. 

Scenario 4 
A patient is admitted on the ICU with a pulmonary embolus. 

a. Code the ICU admission reason “Pulmonary embolus” by using a search String to search in 
all diagnoses. 

Scenario 5 
A patient is admitted on the ICU with a pneumonia caused by the bacteria legionella. 

a. Code the ICU admission reason “Pneumonia due to legionella” by searching in the 
‘frequently-used-list’ with medical admission reasons. 

b. Remove from the list, all the reasons for admission. 
Scenario 6 
A patient is brought in on the ICU after a whipple resection due to a pancreas-head-carcinoma. 

a. Code the ICU admission reason “Whipple resection due to pancreas-head-carcinoma” ” by 
using a search String to search in surgical procedures. 

Scenario 7 
A patient is admitted on the ICU with a “calculus without cholecystitis”. 

a. Code the ICU admission reason “calculus without cholecystitis” by using a search String to 
search in medical diagnoses. 

Scenario 8 
A patient is brought in on the ICU with “hanging”. Imagine that you cannot find the right reason for 
admission in DICE, than you should add the reason for admission as free text.  

a. Enter the admission reason “hanging” as free text into DICE. 
b. Explain in the comment field, that you couldn’t find the admission reason “hanging” in the 

DICE system.  
Scenario 9 
A patient is admitted on the ICU with sepsis due to cholangitis with in the hemoculture E.coli. 

a. Code the ICU admission reason “sepsis due to cholangitis with in the hemoculture E.coli”.  
Scenario 10 
A patient is brought in on the ICU with a shot wound causing an intracranial bleeding. 

a. Code the ICU admission reason “shot wound causing an intracranial bleeding”.  
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Appendix 4.2.1 Clinical scenarios for the posttest  
 

Scenario 1 
A patient is admitted on the ICU with a ruptured aneurysm of the thoraco-abdominal aorta in 
which operative prosthesis.  

a. Code the ICU admission reason “Surgical prosthesis for ruptured aneurysm of the 
thoraco-abdominal aorta” by searching in the ‘frequently-used-list’ with surgical 
admission reasons. 

Scenario 2 
A patient is admitted on the ICU with a CABG with use RIMA 

a. Code the ICU admission reason “CABG with use of RIMA” by using a search String 
to search in the subcategories of CABG 

b. Remove from the list, the ICU admission reason “Surgical prosthesis for ruptured 
aneurysm of the thoraco-abdominal aorta”.  

Scenario 3 
A patient is brought in on the ICU with Cardiac Tamponade.  

a. Code the ICU admission reason “Cardiac Tamponade” by searching in the APACHE 
IV medical diagnoses. 

Scenario 4 
A patient is admitted on the ICU with a pulmonary embolus. 

a. Code the ICU admission reason “Pulmonary embolus” by using a search String to 
search in all diagnoses. 

Scenario 5 
A patient is admitted on the ICU with a pneumonia caused by the bacteria streptococcus. 

a. Code the ICU admission reason “Pneumonia due to streptococcus” by searching in the 
‘frequently-used-list’ with medical admission reasons. 

b. Remove from the list, all the reasons for admission. 
Scenario 6 
A patient is brought in on the ICU after a whipple resection due to a pancreas-tail-carcinoma. 

a. Code the ICU admission reason “Whipple resection due to pancreas-tail-carcinoma” ” 
by using a search String to search in surgical procedures. 

Scenario 7 
A patient is admitted on the ICU with a Acute alcoholic pancreatitis. 
a. Code the ICU admission reason “acute alcohol pancreatitis” by using a search String to 

search in medical diagnoses. 
Scenario 8 
A patient is brought in on the ICU with accidental hypothermia with drowning. Imagine that you 
cannot find the right reason for admission in DICE, than you should use free text.  

a. Enter the admission reason “accidental hypothermia with drowning” as free text. 
b. Explain in the comment field, that you couldn’t find the admission reason “accidental 

hypothermia with drowning” in the DICE system.  
Scenario 9 
A patient is admitted on the ICU with sepsis due to cholangitis with in the hemoculture E.coli. 

a. Code the ICU admission reason “sepsis due to cholangitis with in the hemoculture 
E.coli”.  

Scenario 10 
A patient is brought in on the ICU with a knife wound causing an intracranial bleeding. 

a. Code the ICU admission reason “knife wound causing an intracranial bleeding”.  
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APPENDICES BELONGING TO CHAPTER 5 

Appendix  5.1: Respondents of the questionnaire. 

ABC CODES V2006 

American Psychological Association: Thesaurus of Psychological Index terms 

CCC System Version 2.0 

Clinical Classifications Software (CCS) 

Computer-Stored Ambulatory Records (COSTAR) 

Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) 

Diagnoses for Intensive Care Evaluation (DICE) 

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) 

Diseases Database 2000 

Drug Descriptor ID (DDID) 

EN ISO/IEEE 11073-10101:Health informatics - Point-of-care medical device communication 

Fin MeSH translation 2004 

Foundational Model of Anatomy (FMA) 

German MeSH translation 

Glossary of Methodological Terms for Clinical Epidemiologic Studies of Human Disorders 

HUGO Gene Nomenclature 

ICD-9-CM, LOINC version 2.16 

International Classification for Nursing Practice (ICNP) 

Italian MeSH translation 

Master Drug Data Base (Generic Product Identifier - GPI) 

Medcin 

Medical Entities Dictionary (MED) 

MedlinePlus Health Topics 

NANDA international Nursing Diagnoses 2003-2004 

National cancer Institute (NCI) Thesaurus 

National Drug File - Reference Terminology  

National Library of Medicine (NLM) 

NeuroNames 

Nursing Outcomes Classification 

Omaha System 

PDQ Terminology 

RxNorm 

SNOMED Clinical Terms (SNOMED CT) 

Swedish MeSH translation 

Thesaurus NTvG databank 

Unified Medical Language Systems (UMLS) Metathesaurus 

Universal Medical Device Nomenclature System (UMDNS) 
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APPENDICES BELONGING TO CHAPTER 6 

Appendix  6.1: Customization of the models  

The three models are logistic regression models, and therefore based on the following basic 
formula: 

1. 
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In this formula, 
 

0  is a constant (intercept), the 
 

i s are coefficients, and the Xi´s are 
covariates that are included in the model.  
The APACHE II and SAPS II models quantify a patient’s severity of illness by a numeric 
score based on physiologic variables, and use this score as a covariate in Equation 1 
(19;20). In contrast, the MPM24II model directly estimates the probability of death using the 
patient’s age and thirteen physiological and diagnostic variables in the logistic regression 
model without using a score as intermediate (21).  

The logit (
 

iL ) in Equation 1 is used to calculate the probability of the in-hospital mortality 
using the logistic transformation in Equation 2.  
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The estimated values of 
 

0  and 
 

i s from the original data in Equation 1 might no longer 
be valid when the models are applied to external datasets. These values should be adjusted 
by customizing the models. The models can be customized on two levels (17;25). Basically, 
first level customization involves fitting a new logistic regression equation with the in-
hospital mortality as dependent variable and the logit-transformed original prediction as the 
independent variable. Thus, first level customization does not change the influence of 
individual covariates included in the model, but calibrates their joint influence to the 
observed mortality in the external dataset. Equation 3 was used to perform first-level 
customization.  

3. 
 

ii LL  10   :1  Level 
 

where 
 

0 and 
 

1 are intercept and slope coefficients estimated from the external dataset.  
In contrast, second level customization involves fitting a new logistic regression equation 
with in-hospital mortality as dependent variable and with all original covariates as 
independent variables (Equation 4).  

4. 
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For all three models a new value for constant 
 

0   was assessed. Furthermore for the 
APACHE II model 56 coefficients were estimated, i.e. for the APACHE II score, for the 
additional risk associated with urgent surgery, and for the 54 diagnostic categories defined 
in the model. For the SAPS II model two coefficients were estimated, the SAPS II score 
and the logit-transformed SAPS II score (plus one). Finally, for the MPM24II model 14 
coefficients were estimated in the second level customization on the NICE data.




